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Then Caleb quieted the people before Moses and said, "We should by all means go up and take
possession of it, for we will certainly prevail over it." But the men who had gone up with him said, "We
are not able to go up against the people, because they are too strong for us." So they brought a bad
report of the land which they had spied out to the sons of Israel, saying, "The land through which we have
gone to spy out is a land that devours its inhabitants; and all the people whom we saw in it are people of
great stature. We also saw the [d]Nephilim there (the sons of Anak are part of the Nephilim); and we
were like [e]grasshoppers in our own sight, and so we were in their sight." Numbers 13:30-33
You are on the battlefield under the command of God and the True Parents, and you will dash forward
until you fight against and win over the last one of the satanic powers. From morning until night, you
must be strong warriors. However fortified the fortress of Satan may be, however big the obstacles that
are laid before you may be, you must go through them and win the goal. You must never forget that we
are in the position to carry out this mission which is assigned to us by God. We are the princes and
princesses of God to liberate the inhabitants of the spirit world, present population of the world, and
future generations, from the bondage of sin. SMM, Our Present Mission, 8-4-74

Dear,
Since Hyung Jin Nim was not feeling well, he asked me to give the Sunday Service. This is a providential
moment in American history, as significant as many of the events recorded in the Old Testament. The
faith of patriots and sincere believers is being tested in the face of a relentless onslaught of mainstream
media and Big Tech mocking anyone who questions the integrity of this presidential election and the
premature declaration of Joe Biden as the next president of the United States.
Many of us remember the 2000 election when Al Gore was declared to be president by virtually all of the
media. We all can remember the many accomplishments of the Gore presidency--except that it never
happened. The Media do not have the authority to declare the winner of an election. They have been
wrong in the past and I believe they will be proven wrong this time.
Make no mistake, if systemic voter fraud is allowed to deprive legal American citizens of their real
choice, then our nation will no longer be a constitutional republic. It will no longer be able to stand as a
beacon of free and honest elections for the rest of the world.
Without confidence in the electoral process, our nation could fracture permanently into warring factions,
with tragic outcomes that could include some form of Civil War.

I read the transcript of Kook Jin Nim's speech at the True Parents' Memorial on the day after the election
which was also the conclusion of the 21 day condition made by hundreds of Korean, Japanese and
Western brothers and sisters mobilized to Pennsylvania. Here is part of what he had to say:
I mean this is very serious. I thought that people would wait a little longer for the legal warfare,
wait a little bit longer, a few months, but it seems like it's at the stage where people are actually
calling for civil war. The time is very serious. We of course, want to have a peaceful resolution
and hopefully the Democratic Party gets out of this crazy mental situation that they are in and
tries to gather a peaceful and fair resolution to this problem, but given the steps that they have
taken, it does not look like it's going to happen. So, what will we see in America in the next few
months? That is a big question.
Everybody needs to think about what it means to have your votes stolen in a republic. I mean if
the Democratic Party is allowed to steal your votes in a presidential election, what does it mean
for the citizens of this country, of America, and for the citizens of Korea and Japan and of all
over the world? If the Democratic Party is allowed to steal the Republican Party's votes in this
election, they will steal your votes for every election from now and forever.
So, when a people are in this situation, what options are available? What choices do we have?
That's the question we need to ask ourselves. American society has been dividing for a long time,
and nobody wanted to see this kind of situation happen, but we are faced with a situation where
there is no way any reasonable person can step away from.
So, today we can see how the troubles are all coming together at one time here in PA; this state
has really become the center of all the conflicts in this country. It's a very significant time in a
very significant place.
We know that this country has faced many challenges, and each time this country faced such
challenges, some people stood up at the frontline, and even sacrificed themselves to preserve the
sovereignty of this people, in this nation, so they could pass on that sovereignty to their next
generations. (Transcript of Kook Jin Nim's Speech)

There are some in the faith community who say that since the highest value is "Peace," we should keep
quiet in the face of the media-declared victory of Joe Biden. But the Bible's view of "peace" is different
from a humanistic view. The peace spoken about in the Bible is the kind we experience when we are in
alignment with God's will. We could be facing our own imminent death and feel perfectly in peace,
knowing we are standing for Truth and therefor in God's love and lineage. Jesus and True Father showed
all of us that example countless times.
We need to exercise faith, determination and patience at this time. We should pray for the Supreme Court
which will likely be called to decide what must be done in the face of rampant voter fraud.

OPEN LETTER TO THE FAMILY FEDERATION USA
First, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to many FFWPU and GPF brothers and sisters who
spent countless hours praying, researching, spending personal funds and working to distribute the
Presidential voter scorecards in Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Florida, several Midwestern states,
Arizona, Nevada, and others. I'm sure True Father was happy to see Family Fed, GPF and Unification
Sanctuary brothers and sisters working together to save America at this time when there is a coordinated
attack on its survival as a constitutional republic. It reminded me of the time many of us worked together
to try to salvage the Nixon presidency in 1973 and to elect Ronald Reagan in 1980. So, THANK YOU to
all the brothers and sisters who prayed and shed their blood, sweat and tears during these past 3 months. I
feel only deep love and respect for each one of you.
I have been keeping my mouth shut about a number of issues, but because of the urgency of this time feel
I must now speak out honestly about a "big elephant in the room," the neutral stance of the organization
formerly called to do God's will, the Family Federation for World Peace and Unification. In its November
2 article, "Ballots for God," (http://familyfed.org/news-story/ballots-for-god-69164/) it portrays the
Democrat candidate for President, Joe Biden, as waging a "battle for the soul of the nation," saying "this
has remained a core tenet of his campaign." It quotes him talking about "a calling toward justice, healing,
hope -- not hate. To speak the good news, and followed by some good deeds."
Wow, such beautiful words from the leader of a political party who may become our next president. But
what is the reality of that party? Promotion of taxpayer-funded abortion not only until birth, but also
infanticide AFTER birth if the abortion should fail. A party that wants to enforce transgender education of
children in our public schools starting in Kindergarten. A party that minimizes the destruction of urban
neighborhoods and burning and looting of minority businesses by "peaceful protesters." A party that
wants our schools to teach children that America is "systemically racist," ie. founded for an evil purpose
from its inception.
How do such agendas align with True Father's teachings about the founding of America as a nation
founded to secure religious freedom and to support that same liberty for peoples all over the world? A
nation that paid a heavy price to end slavery and more recently, segregation, and which now welcomes
people of all races who seek to come here as long as they respect our laws?
Does anyone at the Family Federation headquarters read The Washington Times? Do flowery speeches
masking a hateful, leftist agenda deceive all of its leaders? A 60 second search would reveal the true
reality of the Party of "justice, healing and hope -- not hate." (see list of links below)
I can't stop thinking about what True Father did in 1973 when he asked brothers and sisters to fast and
pray for the Trump-like figure of Richard Nixon, the most despised figure in America. Father knew that if
Nixon were impeached or driven out of office MILLIONS would die in Southeast Asia. And millions
DID DIE after he was driven out of office.
Rest of OPEN LETTER TO THE FAMILY FEDERATION USA

***********
May God bless you and your families!
Sincerely,
Richard
Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA

Celebration of 21-Day condition and Call to Action - True Parents' Memorial
Kook Jin Moon
November 4, 2020
Unofficial notes by B Clyburn

Kook Jin Justin Moon
The time now is very intense and the King [Hyung Jin Moon] is under a lot of spiritual pressure. This is
the time when it looks like that the microcosm and the macrocosm start to intersect, and it looks like this
is a very intense time in America right now.
You saw the news report yesterday, right? There are certain key states that President Trump needs to win
to become president. There is NC, there is Georgia, there is PA, there is Alaska; there is Minnesota, there
is Wisconsin, and there is Michigan and Nevada. And when we went to sleep last night, Trump was
leading in all those states. When the democrat governors who control all those states, stop counting, they
kicked out all the republican poll watchers, and it looks like they kept on counting. So, starting a few
hours ago, they started adding around 200,000 votes to Michigan, and all for Biden; 150,000 votes in
Wisconsin, all for Biden; 550, 000 for Biden in Pennsylvania and the number is growing.
So they are stealing the US elections right in front of the entire population right now. Can you imagine
that? That's what's happening in America right now!
What are we going to do?
That's a good question! What are we going to do? There is an article from a conservative magazine. The
article in on revolver. news, and this is today. Link
What republicans must do to guarantee a victory!
Challenge every single ballot, in the Supreme Court if necessary. I guess Pres. Trump has registered a
complaint with Wisconsin and asked for a recount, and I guess Mayor Guliani is flying to Harrisburg to
challenge the result of the votes in PA, right now, as we speak.
Hold rallies in contested states. Republicans cannot afford to seat on the sidelines. If they want the
president to remain in office, they must rally in the street and vocally reject this coup attempt for what it
is.
GOP legislatures in swing states must move to seat Trump electors. If there is clear evidence of electoral
fraud in any of these states, then Republicans in the legislature have a moral duty to try to seat the correct
slate of electors.
Persuasion campaign and info war to flip grassroots public opinion in Trump's favor. Convince the People
it was stolen, but that we are going to fight and win it. The tech companies must be shoved aside by force
and by any means necessary.
This is something you don't read very often in this kind of newspaper.
We are going to Harrisburg or what?

Good question! We probably need to start talking about what our next steps are. We've organized the
Festival for a few years. We have a pretty good Festival committee. Maybe we should talk about having a
meeting. What do you think Gregg? Maybe we should talk to the Festival committee, send them a copy of
this article, and see what the local leaders think we can do to help out the president with something.
I mean this is very serious. I thought that people would wait a little longer for the legal warfare, wait a
little bit longer, a few months, but it seems like it's at the stage where people are actually calling for civil
war. The time is very serious. We of course, want to have a peaceful resolution and hopefully the
Democratic Party gets out of this crazy mental situation that they are in and tries to gather a peaceful and
fair resolution to this problem, but given the steps that they have taken, it does not look like it's going to
happen. So, what will we see in America in the next few months? That is a big question.
Everybody needs to think about what it means to have your votes stolen in a republic. I mean if the
Democratic Party is allowed to steal your votes in a presidential election, what does it mean for the
citizens of this country, of America, and for the citizens of Korea and Japan and of all over the world? If
the Democratic Party is allowed to steal the Republican Party's votes in this election, they will steal your
votes for every election from now and forever.
So, when a people are in this situation, what options are available? What choices do we have?
That's the question we need to ask ourselves. American society has been dividing for a long time, and
nobody wanted to see this kind of situation happen, but we are faced with a situation where there is no
way any reasonable person can step away from.
So, today we can see how the troubles are all coming together at one time here in PA; this state has really
become the center of all the conflicts in this country. It's a very significant time in a very significant place.
We know that this country has faced many challenges, and each time this country faced such challenges,
some people stood up at the frontline, and even sacrificed themselves to preserve the sovereignty of this
people, in this nation, so they could pass on that sovereignty to their next generations.
So I guess we find ourselves in a very undesired but a very interesting situation. You know there are
examples of people who have faced that kind of situation in the past- if you read history. And it's very
interesting to read about those people's situations and how they prepared to meet their fate, or their
challenge.
It's interesting if you read Greek history, how the Spartan 300, they stood at Thermopylae against the
Persian army. It's a very interesting story. Of course they were supported by other Greek forces, but not
many, maybe 1,500 other soldiers. So, you know when they were facing the Persian army, they picked a
nice spot and they met the Persian army which is recorded to have been 200,000- 300, 000 soldiers. None
of them expected to actually survive.
But what was really interesting was that the Persians and the other people who were there witnessed the
attitude and the actions of those people who stood in the gap, in that pass against that army; what they did
in the day prior to meeting their fate was recorded in the annals of history forever.
The day they prepared for battle, they were actually very relaxed; they were grooming each other,
combing each other's hair, oiling their skin, cleaning their armor. The actions of those people so
impressed even their enemy, that they recorded those events.
And I think that when we as a people, are faced with a situation like this, that's the best way to face that
kind of situation. We know that we are God's people. We were given his blessing and are of his blood,
and in his lineage. Our treasures are not in this earth, but in Heaven. So we have nothing to fear. And
wherever God leads us we should just go with a happy and grateful heart!
So, let's enjoy this BBQ and let's see what happens!

